Objective. The aim of the paper is the analysis of peer-to-peer network functioning quality in various load modes. Methods. A calculation of the selected quality index for various intensities of the occurrence of peers in the network based on the mathematical model of the network state and the solution of the integro-differential equation of dynamics is performed.
Introduction
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) file systems are overlay networks that work over the Internet [1, 2] . The P2P network is a distributed system that contains interconnected nodes that are capable of self-organization into the network topology for the purpose of sharing resources such as content, processor cycles, storage devices, and bandwidth adaptable to failures and a variable number of nodes while maintaining an acceptable level of connectivity and performance without the need for intermediaries or support of the global central server.
The range of such systems for content distribution starts from relatively simple applications for direct file sharing and extends to more complex ones that create distributed storage environments that provide security and efficient organization, indexing, searching, updating and retrieving data. Examples include PPLive, PPStream, Napster, Gnutella, Kazaa, Freenet, Groove, etc. [2, 3, 4] . In the future, we will focus specifically on this class of networks.
Nowadays a large number of popular network services are based on P2P technology -from simple file sharing to voice and video communication. It is possible to perform distributed computing that allows users to utilize remote computers in order to perform complex data processing.
Distribution of resources, which occurred due to the emergence of peer-to-peer networks, led to the virtual disappearance of expenditures associated with maintaining a giant centralized infrastructure.
Main part
Dynamic characteristics of the peer-to-peer network are determined by the speed of the content download For a specific peer, these characteristics are determined as
λ are respectively the download and upload streams intensity. In the balance ratio between upload and download speeds, the equality determines the video server upload speed
where U is the download speed of the video server.
Each of
i -peers has its own strategy of behavior. In particular, completely egoistic strategy is possible, in which the peer only downloads the information at the The degree of peer's egoism is determined by the speeds ratio:
The index ) (t S can vary over the range from Obviously, the quality of the peer-to-peer network operation as a whole is determined by the values of this index reduced to the current number of active peers:
where N is the number of active peers, a variable quantity on which the quality depends ) (t Q . With quite large number of peers, the sum can be replaced with the integral, and N with ) (t N . In this case (3) is represented in the form
We obtain an explicit dependence of the quality As a result of differentiation (3), we obtain:
The equation (6) can be simplified taking into account the peer-to-peer network features. Let us take into account the fact that the peer which is again included in the network, does not have a resource for
. As a result, the derivative (6) takes the form:
In the steady state of the peer-to-peer network, the streaming rate ) (t V is constant. Obviously, this assumption with the increasing number of peers becomes more and more correct due to averaging. Therefore, the replacement can be performed:
. (8) where
is the assumption of a constant download speed.
In terms of balance, the equality which determines the network responsiveness is hold
By replacing ) (t N ′ from (7), we obtain ) (
(12)
The equation is satisfied with any t . By replacing
Obviously with increase of ) (t N the quality index 1 ) ( → t Q .
In view of
, the balance condition (9) can be simplified:
Taking (4) into account, we obtain
The monotonous growth of the ) (t Q index is caused by the increasing number of download offers. This is especially important for newly included peers that do not have video materials yet, which they could share with others. Such phenomena happen often when some especially popular mass actions take place, to which consumers' interest increases sharply. Monotonous dependence (Fig.1 ) is violated.
We will consider the special case, when the mass connecting of new peers and system does not counteract to their connecting. In this case a quality index ) (t Q decreases, and on the basis of (7) we get
This linear differential equalization will be transformed consistently in next forms:
, where
Thus in the conditions of the large avalanche loading current quality
times compared to quality that took place in the stationary mode of network functioning.
The graph of dependence of index of quality acquires other forms (Fig.2) . Fig.2 . Dependence of quality index in the conditions of deficit in dynamics of loading and at avalanche demand on content Thus mass appearance of new peers in the network that has no content for loading can result in the quality loss of network functioning. Gradually with a provision of a list of a few potential paternal peers watching the same channel by the server-tracker to each of new peers, position improves and the network obtains the stationary character. New peers begin to distribute the accumulated files to other interested peers while downloading. In addition, it is possible to avoid sharp decrease of the network performance presented by lower curves on Fig.2 by temporally increasing the number of failures in the peak hours. Conclusion 1. Analytical dependence of the peer-to-peer P2P network quality of broadcasting live streaming video on the components of this network has been obtained. 2. Peer-to-peer P2P Internet networks provide a very popular service for the real time TV content delivery. 3. Users of the P2P network in order to improve the quality of use should not immediately leave the network, which enables other peers to download the necessary fragments.
